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ABSTRACT 
The Mexican Subduction Zone is an ideal location for studying subduction processes due to the 
short trench-to-coast distances that bring broad portions of the seismogenic and transition zones 
of the plate interface inland. Using a recently generated seismicity catalog from a local network 
in Oaxaca, we identified 20 swarms of earthquakes (M<5) from 2006-2012. Swarms outline 
what appears to be a steeply dipping structure in the overriding plate, indicative of an origin 
other than the plate interface. This steeply dipping structure corresponds to the northern 
boundary of the Xolapa terrane. In addition, we observed a new characteristic of slow slip events 
(SSEs) where they showed a shift from trenchward motion towards an along-strike direction at 
coastal GPS sites. A majority of the swarms were found to correspond in time to the along-strike 
shift. We propose that swarms and SSEs are occurring on a sliver fault that allows the oblique 
convergence to be partitioned into trench perpendicular motion on the subduction interface and 
trench parallel motion on the sliver fault. The resistivity structure surrounding the sliver fault 
suggests that SSEs and swarms of earthquakes occur due to high fluid content in the fault zone. 
We propose that the sliver fault provides a natural pathway for buoyant fluids attempting to 
migrate upward after being released from the downgoing plate. Thus, sliver faults could be 
responsible for the downdip end of the seismogenic zone by creating drier conditions on the 
subduction interface trenchward of the sliver fault, promoting fast-slip seismogenic rupture 
behavior.  
 
Significance Statement  
We provide a new interpretation for the interaction of crustal faults, clusters of earthquakes 
(swarms), and slow slip (a slower form of fault rupture) in southern Mexico. Our observations 
indicate that swarms and slow slip are occurring on a sliver fault in the overriding plate that 
allows the oblique plate convergence to be separated into a trench perpendicular and parallel 
motion on the subduction interface and sliver fault, respectively. We propose the sliver fault 
provides a natural pathway for buoyant fluids attempting to migrate upward after being released 
from the downgoing plate. Thus, sliver faults could be responsible for the downdip end of the 
seismogenic zone by creating drier conditions on the subduction interface trenchward of the 
sliver fault. 
 
1. Introduction 

Many of the world’s most devastating earthquakes have been ruptures of the seismogenic 
zone along the subduction interface (1), highlighting the importance of studying fault slip in 
subduction zones. Within the last couple decades, slow slip events (SSEs) have been observed to 
occur regularly downdip of the seismogenic zone, where there is a transition in frictional 
behavior from stick-slip to stable sliding, as a way of releasing accumulated strain (2–4). SSEs 
typically last weeks to months and are often accompanied by tectonic (non-volcanic) tremor that 
appears to represent a swarm of small, low-frequency earthquakes (2, 5–8). There have also been 
multiple cases where SSEs have been suggested to promote swarms of traditional earthquakes 
(9–14). Earthquake swarms are empirically defined as an increase in seismicity rate above the 
background rate without a clear triggering mainshock, having an abrupt beginning and end, and 
having several earthquakes of similar magnitudes to the largest magnitude event (15–17). When 
considered as a single event, swarms have similar durations and cumulative moment to SSEs, as 
well as similar along-strike propagation velocities (~10 km/day; (18)).  
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The Mexican Subduction Zone is a natural laboratory for studying these slip processes 
due to the relatively short (~50 km) trench-to-coast distance that brings broad portions of the 
seismogenic and transition zones ~250 km inland, providing a chance to pursue detailed studies 
of the plate interface. A recently developed catalog of seismicity in the Oaxaca region, referred 
to as the OXNET catalog, has revealed a large amount of inland seismicity, including a band of 
intense seismicity occurring ~50 km inland from the trench (Fig. 1a)(19). SSEs and tectonic 
tremor have been well documented further inland from this seismicity band (Fig. 1a)(19, 24–28), 
suggesting this band marks the frictional transition on the plate interface from velocity 
weakening to velocity strengthening (6). Other studies have used shallow thrust earthquakes to 
define the downdip limit of the seismogenic zone in southern Mexico (29–31), and this 
corresponds with where the seismicity band occurs (Fig. 1a). However, these studies pointed out 
that the depth of ~25 km is nearly half of the typical depth for most subduction zones (45 +/- 5 
km and up to 55 km; (32, 33)).  

The narrow seismogenic zone is thought to be a result of the geometry of the subducting 
plate and the fact that the overriding plate is oceanic in origin and only ~45 km thick, half the 
lithospheric thickness in South America where the seismogenic zone is almost twice as deep (30, 
34). The overriding plate in this region consists of different lithologic terranes, mainly the 
Mixteco, Oaxaca, and Xolapa terranes (Fig. 1b). In fact, the Xolapa terrane overlies the band of 
intense seismicity and the Xolapa-Mixteco boundary is consistent with its inland extent. The 
Xolapa terrane consists of the highly deformed Xolapa Metamorphic Complex, which by some 
have been proposed to be of accretionary origin, and un-deformed plutonic intrusions (35, 36). 
Some studies have proposed that faults and shear zones occur along portions of the northern 
boundary of the Xolapa terrane (22, 35, 37–39). In fact, an interesting characteristic of slip has 
been observed in the Mexican Subduction Zone, where coastal GPS sites have shown a small but 
significant along-strike motion during the trenchward motion of SSEs (24, 40, 41) inferring slip 
on crustal faults in the overriding plate.  

In Mexico, SSEs are associated with an ultra-slow velocity layer (USL) interpreted to 
represent a fluid-saturated portion of the oceanic crust, forming a high pore-fluid pressure layer 
(42). The high pore-fluid pressures of the USL would be expected to greatly reduce the effective 
normal stress on the plate interface, promoting episodic slow slip (43, 44) and dynamic 
triggering of tectonic tremor (45). The fate of fluids trenchward of the USL remains debated. 
Zones of high conductivity near the coast (Fig. 1b) suggest that fluids are released from the slab 
updip of the USL (21, 22) which could impact the occurrence of seismicity. In Oaxaca, Colella et 
al. (46) suggest that trapped fluids in the low-permeability seal along the plate interface (47–49) 
may be released by SSEs which then flow upwards along the plate interface generating 
seismicity, as a swarm of earthquakes was found to correspond to a SSE. The migrating fluids 
would raise pore-fluid pressures and lower the effective stresses over a period of time to promote 
swarm seismicity. While earthquake swarms are not as well studied in Mexico, the band of 
intense seismicity below the Xolapa terrane appears in clusters near the downdip edge of the 
seismogenic zone, indicating swarms may be prevalent (19). 

In this study, we aim to better understand the shallow portion of the megathrust as it 
relates to various slip processes (i.e., seismicity, swarms, and slow slip), upper crustal structures, 
and fluids. We focus on the Oaxaca region (Fig. 1), where we can utilize the OXNET catalog of 
local seismicity and continuous GPS (cGPS) network in place (24–26). We seek to identify 
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swarms of earthquakes, their relationship to SSEs, and whether they occur along the plate 
interface as in most subduction zones (9–14) or along forearc crustal faults (50–52). 
  
2. Methods 

Earthquake swarms are generated from the OXNET catalog of local seismicity which 
spans from June 2006 to March 2012 and utilizes the local and permanent networks of 
broadband seismometers (19). Swarms are identified using the swarm-characterization method of 
Holtkamp and Brudzinski (18). Every burst of seismicity, the apparent line of vertical dots in a 
magnitude vs. time plot, was inspected for the 3 empirical traits of swarm sequences: no clear 
triggering mainshock, many events the near the maximum size, and a relatively constant 
seismicity rate throughout the sequence (Fig. S2). For slow slip comparison with the swarms, 
GPS data was obtained from 11 cGPS stations in Oaxaca spanning the duration of the OXNET 
catalog. GPS data were processed with Release 6.1 of the GIPSY software suite from the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). We did not solve for source locations of SSEs along the plate 
interface, as a catalog of SSEs in Oaxaca was recently compiled (53) utilizing the same cGPS 
stations. To better interpret the seismicity and GPS motions, we also reexamined the 
configuration of the northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane based on the extent of the core 
complex (36), aeromagnetic data (20), and topographic information (22). See Supporting 
Information section S1 for a more detailed discussion of the methods used in this study.  
  
3. Swarms in Oaxaca 
3.1. Characterization 

The recently generated OXNET catalog revealed 20 swarms of earthquakes from June 
2006 to March 2012 (Table S1.txt), with anywhere from 5 to 50 earthquakes in each cluster and 
an average of 20. Durations of swarms vary from hours to weeks with two swarms lasting over a 
month. When considered as a single event, the total seismic moment release for the swarms 
ranged from 3.8 to 5.3. Individual earthquake magnitudes ranged from 2.5 to 5.0 (Fig. 2). 

To confirm that the swarms we have identified follow the patterns of previous studies, we 
use the quantitative methods first suggested by Vidale and Shearer (54) that examined the 
relation of the largest event in each swarm and number of events in that swarm (Fig. S4) in 
addition to the relative timing of events within the swarm (Fig. S5) (see section S2). Even though 
our swarm catalog is smaller than Vidale and Shearer (54), we still see similar characteristics in 
our swarms providing evidence that our catalog is in fact swarms. 

  
3.2. Spatial Distribution 

Swarms are distributed along the shallow portion of the subduction zone and more or less 
form a trend parallel to the trench with several large swarms (with M>4.6 earthquakes in 2008, 
2010, and 2011) also striking in a roughly trench perpendicular configuration (Fig. 3). Due to the 
magnitude of events and station configuration, we were not able to determine focal mechanisms 
for the swarms. We searched the global Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) catalog and found only 
one solution for an event in one of the larger swarms that formed a trend perpendicular to the 
trench with a steeply dipping reverse fault striking NE-SW.  

We divided the swarms into a western (a), central (b), and eastern (c) region (Fig. 3) to 
emphasize an unexpected feature in the central region and the uncertainty in depths with the 
regions in the west and east. The uncertainty of event locations within the swarms are 5 km 
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horizontally and 7 km vertically (19). A majority of the swarms occurred between 10–30 km 
depth, mostly above the megathrust zone as 25 km depth approximately marks the downdip 
extent of the seismogenic zone in southern Mexico (29–31). Surprisingly, many swarms do not 
follow the dip of the plate interface, but instead are consistent with a steeply dipping structure 
~50–100 km inland from the trench (Fig. 4). Our best constrained locations and depths are in the 
central region as they have the best station configuration for determining locations. Even with 
the 7 km uncertainty in depth (19), the uncertainty is not going to dispel the apparent vertical 
feature as it extends for over 20 km. There are not enough well-determined depths for the eastern 
and western swarms to determine where they are occurring along the subduction zone, due to 
their proximity to the edge of our network.  

An interesting characteristic of the swarms trending parallel to the trench is that they fall 
near the northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane (Fig. 3), where Arzate-Flores et al. (22) 
proposed a regional fault system dipping to the south. Earlier studies marked the terrane 
boundary as regional shear zones or faults such as the Chacalapa-La Venta left-lateral 
transtensional and normal ductile shear zone (Fig. 1b) (35, 37–39). We find swarms parallel the 
northern extent of the Xolapa Complex (36) more than the terrane boundary (Fig. 3). Therefore, 
we provide a revised boundary for the lithologic terrane based on the extent of the core complex 
(see section S1.5), which is supported by aeromagnetic data (20) and topographic information 
(22). We find that seismicity parallels this boundary but is shifted to the south due to the dip of 
the boundary (Fig. 3). The steeply dipping seismicity feature and refined surface trend of the 
terrane based on the core complex are both parallel to the trench as well (Fig. 4b). The steeply 
dipping structure outlined by the swarms and their proximity to the northern extent of the Xolapa 
Complex suggests swarms may occur on a crustal fault, such as the Chacalapa-La Venta fault. 
We will henceforth refer to the region south of our refined trajectory as the Xolapa terrane, as we 
are referring to a section of the plate, primarily composed of the Xolapa Complex, that is moving 
separately from the mainland along our interpretation of a crustal fault.  

 
3.3. Swarms and SSEs 

When comparing the timing of our swarms to SSEs from Graham et al. (53), we see no 
clear relationship between slow slip and swarms as less than a third of swarms occur during 
detected SSEs (Fig. 5) which is less than the chance of a random occurrence of SSE and swarms 
given that SSEs occurred during ~35% of our study. However, given that an along-strike motion 
has been observed during SSEs on coastal sites in Guerrero (24, 40, 41), we took another look at 
GPS data in Oaxaca to see if we could observe similar patterns and maybe a new correlation to 
swarms. 

We found that all of the 5 previously-detected SSEs in Oaxaca during our study (2007, 
2008-2009, mid-2010, 2010-2011, 2011-2012) showed a shift, in time, from a trenchward 
dominant motion towards an along-strike dominant motion at coastal GPS sites. We refer to the 
periods of along-strike dominant motion as along-strike SSEs (a-SSEs). Coastal sites would 
exhibit along-strike motion towards the southeast (SE), while inland sites displayed along-strike 
motion towards the northwest (NW) indicating some degree of opposing slip (Fig. 6a). Fig. 5 
highlights periods of a-SSEs for each SSE at the best observed coastal station, OXTU. Even 
though, we cannot see the a-SSE fully at OXTU during the 2007 SSE due to equipment failure, 
the a-SSE is confirmed at coastal station OXLP. A-SSEs typically lasted ~3-6 months, and 
differential initiation of the motion at GPS stations suggested slip migration. What is intriguing, 
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is that the a-SSE appears to be occurring at the same time as the trenchward motion of the SSEs 
(Fig. 5), indicating there may be some relationship between motion on the plate interface and 
motion on crustal faults.  

In support of our geodetic observations, slip models for each SSE along the plate 
interface from Graham et al. (53) show isolated patches of slip closer to the coast that correspond 
to when we observed periods of a-SSEs on the nearest GPS site to the slip patch. These patches 
of slip were all south of the Xolapa terrane boundary, just as the swarms were, indicating the 
crustal Chacalapa-La Venta fault may have active strike-slip motion on it. Brudzinski et al. (24) 
also observed an intriguing feature of slip when characterizing SSEs in Oaxaca where time-series 
of monthly average locations for GPS sites showed a complicated slip pattern before the 2006 
SSE. Data with the steady northeastward strain accumulation removed, show an almost rotational 
characteristic in the E-W direction.  

Surprisingly, each swarm that occurred during a SSE was found to correspond to the 
period of a-SSE observed at coastal GPS sites rather than to the period of trenchward dominant 
motion. Those swarms also locate near the modelled slip patches from Graham et al. (53), both 
of which are near the northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane. The best observed case is the 
April 2008 - October 2009 SSE and March 10-19, 2009 swarm where the swarm, isolated slip 
patch, and a GPS site (OXTU) are all in close proximity to each other (Fig. 6a). GPS velocities 
were estimated from the yellow blocks of time in Fig. 6b for periods of a-SSE with a simple 
calculation of displacement over time to confirm presence of opposing motion of coastal and 
inland sites. GPS velocities have steady northeastward strain accumulation and southwestward 
strain release from the slow slip along the plate interface, both of which were also estimated 
from a portion of the time-series, removed to accentuate along-strike motion. GPS velocities 
during the trench perpendicular dominant motion (i.e., typical of SSEs on the plate interface) 
were also estimated from a portion of the pink blocks of time where there was a constant slope at 
each station. The steady northeastward strain accumulation was removed. The “corrected” GPS 
velocities for both coastal site OXTU and inland sites OXGU and OAX2, show a shift from 
trenchward dominant motion towards along-strike dominant motion oriented to the SE and NW, 
respectively. A-SSE is first seen at OXPE and OXLP and then at OXTU where the March 2009 
swarm occurs near the end of, further indicating slip may have migrated along-strike. Based on 
the propagation of events within the swarm, we estimated an along-strike migration rate of ~4.6 
km/day (Fig. 6c), similar to rates for Oaxaca SSEs (1.5-4 km/day; (53)). 

Intriguingly, GPS velocities north of the Xolapa terrane boundary during periods of 
a-SSE show a change towards the overall plate convergence vector. We would expect the GPS 
velocities to be less affected by movement along a strike-slip crustal fault the farther away they 
are. Similarly, the decrease in the sinistral component of GPS velocity as you move inland is 
seen in Guerrero (55, 56).  

Similar observations of the 2008-2009 SSE and March 2009 swarm are seen with the 
other SSEs and corresponding swarms. The proximity of the swarms to the northern boundary of 
the Xolapa terrane in addition to our observations of a-SSEs indicate the two may be related. 
Without a GPS right next to each swarm as is with the March 2009 swarm, it is difficult to 
determine at what point the swarms occurred during the a-SSE. However, each swarm occurs at 
some point during the a-SSE (Fig. 5). The only exception is the 2007 SSE case, where hardware 
failures and other operational problems with GPS sites led to a less complete record of the 2007 
SSE than for the other SSEs (53). As a result, we cannot resolve whether there was any 
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geographic or temporal overlap between the a-SSE and the 2007 swarm given the a-SSE was 
only observed at OXLP ~70 km and partially at OXTU ~35 km from the swarm which could also 
indicate along-strike migration of slip assuming the swarm is the first observation of slip. For 
some cases, two swarms occur, such as for the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 SSEs (Fig. 5), 
indicating a larger area could be slipping than what is observed in the 2008-2009 SSE case.  

Since less than a third of the swarms show a correlation with a-SSEs, the question arises 
what is the explanation for the others. These were cases where (a) the along-strike motion is not 
as prominent as the others indicating a-SSEs may be too-small to be detected, (b) swarms trend 
perpendicular to the trench and as such would not be expected to show an along-strike motion, 
(c) swarms occur at the beginning of our study, a time when GPS stations were not as widely 
installed leading to a lack of nearby stations to determine if they correspond to along-strike 
motion, and (d) swarms had the shortest (~18 min.) or longest (>45 days) durations such that 
they would not register a change on GPS sites. However, we do believe that the 3 swarms at the 
beginning of our study occur on the same structure as the swarms that correlate with a-SSEs, 
because they too outline a steeply dipping structure in cross-section (Fig. 4b). 
 
4. 2012 Ometepec Afterslip 

Given the swarms were found to correspond to a shift from trenchward dominant to 
along-strike dominant motion near the northern Xolapa terrane boundary, we wondered if the 
a-SSEs could be observed at other times, in particular, with afterslip associated with large 
megathrust earthquakes. The Mw=7.4 Ometepec megathrust earthquake on 20 March 2012 was 
the only such event to occur during our study, so we investigated it for along-strike motion 
similar to how we analyzed the 2008-2009 SSE. We estimated site velocities from GPS data with 
the steady northeastward strain accumulation removed to accentuate any afterslip, for the first 
~1.5 months after the 2012 Ometepec earthquake (Fig. S6). Fig. 7 shows that stations on the 
Xolapa terrane (OXTU, OXPE, OXLP) moved southeast while stations north of the terrane 
boundary (OXNC, OAX2, OXGU) moved southwest towards the afterslip patch. These motions 
are consistent with a combination of trenchward motion associated with afterslip on the 
megathrust and a-SSE on a crustal fault.  

Graham et al. (57) who modeled the post-seismic deformation measured within 6 months 
of the 2012 Ometepec earthquake, found similar results with the exception of OXTU for which 
data was unavailable at the time. In fact, the along-strike motion for eastern sites on the Xolapa 
terrane do not fit well with the slip model in Graham et al. (57) suggesting afterslip on the plate 
interface cannot explain the along-strike motion at these stations. Furthermore, the downdip 
patch of afterslip (57) overlaps with the northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane indicating there 
could have been some slip on a strike-slip crustal fault. While we do not have a precise source 
location of the strike-slip motion, the observations are consistent with strike-slip motion on a 
crustal fault at the northern edge of the Xolapa terrane similar to the a-SSE observed during 
SSEs.  
 
5. Discussion 

Of the 14,000+ earthquakes in the local seismic catalog (OXNET), we found 404 (~3%) 
earthquakes within 20 swarms. Despite swarms only comprising 3% of the earthquake catalog, 
we believe they can provide valuable insight into subduction processes, in particular with regards 
to the region overlying the megathrust. Many of our swarms do not follow the dip of the plate 
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interface, instead consistent with a steeply dipping structure ~50-100 km inland from the trench 
(Fig. 4). In the central region where hypocenters are best constrained, the seismicity extends for 
over 20 km vertically, well beyond the depth uncertainty of 7 km (19). The horizontal trend of 
the swarms corresponds to a refined northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane based on the extent 
of the core complex (36), aeromagnetic data (20) and topographic information (22). GPS data 
indicate there are transient a-SSEs across this terrane boundary associated with SSEs and 
afterslip. In fact, swarms occurred during each of the a-SSEs during SSEs. Hence, these swarms 
and a-SSEs appear to be occurring on a steeply-dipping, strike-slip fault that represents the 
northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane. 

Considering the angle of convergence in this portion of the Mexican Subduction Zone is 
slightly oblique relative to the trench (9-12o in Guerrero and ~15o in Oaxaca; (23)), we propose 
these swarms and a-SSEs represent the first documentation of sliver fault motion in Mexico (Fig. 
8). The partitioning of oblique slip into trench perpendicular motion on the subduction interface 
and trench parallel motion on the sliver fault is not uncommon (58–60), and sliver faults have 
been seen in several regions, such as Kuril Arc (61, 62), Sumatra (63–65), El Salvador (66), and 
southern Chile (50, 67–70). The presence of a forearc sliver fault in Mexico may be driven in 
part by the flat slab configuration. According to a recent geodynamics study in southern Alaska, 
the Alaskan flat slab was found to drive the oblique motion of the Wrangell block forearc sliver, 
as there was strong plate coupling above the flat slab (71).  

The nature of sliver fault motion in the form of earthquake swarms and a-SSEs has not 
been previously documented in other subduction zones. In particular, our observations indicate 
that transient slip during SSEs and afterslip is partitioned into trenchward dominant and 
along-strike dominant motion (i.e., a-SSEs) very close in time. The most similar scenario to our 
findings appears to be in southern Chile where the Liquiñe-Ofqui Fault Zone has been proposed 
to accommodate the forearc sliver motion associated with oblique subduction (72). There have 
been reported cases of swarms along the fault that have been attributed to both fluid-induced and 
tectonic processes where they could be a result of both (50, 51, 73). The proximity of the swarms 
to local volcanoes and the Liquiñe-Ofqui Fault Zone complicated determining which process was 
dominant. No SSEs have been reported for this region, perhaps due to limited resolving 
capability of cGPS in southern Chile. With the local cGPS and seismic network in Oaxaca and 
the absence of nearby volcanoes, we are able to better study the relationship between swarms and 
slow slip along a sliver fault associated with Mexico’s oblique subduction.  

Seismicity in the upper plate is not uncommon, but what is causing some of the 
seismicity to behave like swarms is a key question. Previous work has suggested slow slip is one 
of the possible driving mechanisms for earthquake swarms (9, 18, 74, 75). Along the plate 
interface, SSEs are thought to release trapped fluids from a low-permeability seal that forms in 
between episodes (47–49), which then flow upwards along the plate interface raising pore fluid 
pressures and lowering the effective stresses enough to generate seismicity (46, 76). The fluids 
are thought to have originated from the oceanic crust when blueschist dehydrates to eclogite, 
hence leading to the serpentinization of the overlying mantle wedge corner (77, 78). Therefore, 
the contrast in permeability between the impermeable gabbroic lower continental crust and the 
serpentinite below may trap fluids, contributing to high pore-fluid pressures and thus episodic 
tremor and slip generation (77, 79). 

We propose a similar mechanism may be at play to generate swarms in Oaxaca but on the 
sliver fault rather than on the plate interface. The resistivity structure in Fig. 8 suggests that 
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swarms and a-SSEs occur due to high fluid content on or near the sliver fault. Arzate-Flores et al. 
(22) and Jödicke et al. (21) observed a zone of high conductivity at shallow depths close to the 
coast in Oaxaca which is believed to represent the presence of fluids. In the region overlying the 
plate interface updip of the episodic tremor and slip region, dehydrated-fluids are not trapped 
within the USL and are able to percolate into the overlying plate through fluid conduits, such as 
our proposed sliver fault during SSEs. Similarly, a recent study in Kanto, Japan found that 
seismicity rates and seismic attenuation above the plate interface changed following slow slip, 
suggesting slow slip releases trapped fluids that then migrate updip along the plate interface until 
they migrate into the overlying crust via an inherent permeable zone where they can trigger 
seismicity (80). Above the zone of high conductivity in southern Mexcio, Arzate-Flores et al. 
(22) found a more resistive zone which is believed to represent an impermeable silica layer that 
precipitates at 200oC (81), thus trapping and over-pressurizing fluids released from the 
subducting crust. If the megathrust is well-drained, then the over-pressurized fluids that flow 
along crustal faults would facilitate shallow seismicity due to the consequent increase in 
pore-fluid pressures and decrease in the shear strength of the crustal faults (49, 82, 83) which 
would explain the occurence of our swarm seismicity and a-SSEs along the sliver fault. Even 
though results from Arzate-Flores et al. (22) are only along a single transect, we infer results 
extend out to include all swarms given that a zone of high conductivity near the coast is also seen 
further west in Guerrero (21) overlapping with the Xolapa terrane boundary (Fig. 1b). 

If crustal faults are draining the megathrust, then the interaction between the sliver fault 
and dehydrated fluids could impact the downdip extent of the seismogenic zone. The rupture 
zone of the 2012 Ometepec earthquake (46) does not appear to extend past the sliver fault (Fig. 
7) nor do previous megathrust ruptures (Fig. 8), indicating the fault may have some control on 
the downdip extent of seismogenic behavior. One possibility is that the sliver fault provides a 
pathway for buoyant fluids attempting to migrate upward after being released from the 
downgoing plate, as seen with other types of crustal faults ((84); and references therein). This 
creates drier conditions on the subduction interface trenchward of the sliver fault, promoting 
fast-slip seismogenic rupture behavior, whereas the presence of elevated pore-fluid pressures 
downdip result in slow rupture within the transition zone (85). In southern Chile, Moreno et al. 
(68) proposed that active crustal faults interacting with the plate interface should be considered 
when inverting geodetic data to constrain locking depths of the seismogenic zone. Estimating 
permeabilities along the sliver fault should be the focus of future work. 
 
6. Conclusion  

This study offers a new perspective on seismic and aseismic slip processes as well as 
crustal structures in the region overlying the megathrust. We compile a catalog of swarms in the 
Oaxaca region of southern Mexico that reveal a majority of the swarms form a steeply dipping 
structure in the overriding plate indicative of an origin other than the plate interface. Instead, the 
swarms appear to occur on the deeper extension of the regional Chacalapa-La Venta fault zone 
representing the northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane. This is supported by the fact that 
swarms occur during the later stages of SSEs when GPS site velocities shift from entirely 
trenchward dominant motion to components of along-strike dominant motion. Components of 
strike-slip motion across the Chacalapa-La Venta fault zone is also seen during afterslip of the 
2012 Ometepec megathrust earthquake. 
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We propose the observations we have collected in this study are best explained by the 
Chacalapa-La Venta fault zone being a sliver fault accommodating slip partitioning associated 
with oblique subduction. The presence of a sliver fault could also explain a variety of previous 
observations, including: along-strike motion on coastal GPS sites in Guerrero (24, 40, 41); 
decrease in along-strike component of steady-state velocity moving inland (55, 56); unique 
rotational characteristic of slip before the 2006 SSE in Oaxaca, in addition to the times when 
there were small but significant eastward components at coastal sites (24). While sliver faults are 
not uncommon in oblique subduction zones, this study provides the first case of a sliver fault 
defined by swarms and slow slip. This could help explain why some sliver faults have been 
difficult to identify in the past and have been previously identified mainly based on GPS data of 
relative plate motions and slip vectors of megathrust earthquakes (62, 64, 66, 68, 72). We were 
able to identify the sliver fault in Mexico with a-SSEs and swarms, features not as common. 
Other regions with oblique convergence where a sliver fault has not been identified should be 
investigated for changes in direction of slow slip and swarm seismicity. The results would 
provide valuable information on how much of the partitioned trench parallel motion is released 
through seismic and aseismic slip.  

Finally, we propose sliver faults may provide a conduit to drain fluids from the 
megathrust. Fluids released during dehydration are thought to be a primary factor in generating 
episodic tremor and slip along the deep end of the megathrust. Where those fluids travel to is a 
source of ongoing debate, but they could follow a subduction channel up into the seismogenic 
zone. A sliver fault could provide a permeability pathway that would divert fluid flow away from 
the shallow megathrust. Our observations of swarm behavior and slow slip on a sliver fault 
support this notion. Moreover, the sliver fault location coincides with the downdip end of the 
seismogenic zone, indicating a potential direct relationship.  
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Figures Legends 
Fig. 1. Maps of Oaxaca, Mexico and surrounding regions. a) Map of various slip processes. 
Seismicity (OXNET catalog), amalgamation of SSEs, and region of tectonic tremor activity are 
represented by black dots, pink line, and purple line, respectively (19). Major earthquake rupture 
zones are outlined in blue. State boundaries are in white. b) Topographic map with approximate 
boundaries of lithologic terranes based on extent of core complexes (white lines; (20)). Terranes 
are abbreviated as CUICA, Cuicateco; GMP, Guerrero-Morelos platform; MIX, Mixteca; OAX, 
Oaxaca; XOL, Xolapa with La Venta Fault (LVF) and Chacalapa Fault (CF) labeled. Dashed 
white line marks old Xolapa-Mixteco boundary (20) for which we re-draw (solid white line)(see 
section S1.5). Location of seismic stations (triangles - inverted triangles are SSN) and cGPS 
(green squares, uppercase names) are shown. Straight black lines are profiles of magnetotelluric 
measurements with areas of high conductivity (>50 ohms) highlighted in yellow for Guerrero 
(21) and Oaxaca (22). Arrow indicates direction of relative plate motion (23). 
 
Fig. 2. Magnitude vs. time for all earthquakes in swarms from June 2006 to March 2012 for 
Oaxaca and surrounding regions, colored by time.  
 
Fig. 3. Map of seismicity in swarms colored by time as in Fig. 2. Boxes show areas of cross 
sections in Fig. 4. Slab depth contours are represented by solid black lines (19). 
 
Fig. 4. Cross-sections of seismicity scaled by magnitude, oriented (a–c) downdip where the 
x-axis is the perpendicular distance inland from the trench. Dotted line represents approximation 
of the top of the slab (29). Events colored by time as in Fig. 2.  
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of geodetic and swarm signatures. Black dots show GPS time series for 
OXTU trench perpendicular and trench parallel components. Pink boxes represent SSEs (46, 53) 
with trench perpendicular dominant motion and yellow boxes outline periods of along-strike 
dominant motion during the SSEs. Swarms (circles, colored as in Fig. 2) are plotted as 
magnitude vs. time. 
 
Fig. 6. Comparison of March 10-19, 2009 swarm (circles, colored by time in (c)) and October 
2008 - April 2009 SSE. a) Map of swarm and outline of cumulative slip (pink line, (53)). GPS 
velocities (arrows) represent an approximation of periods of trench pendicular dominant (pink) 
and trench parallel dominant (yellow) motions estimated from time series in (b) for each GPS 
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station (green squares). Black line represents line along which along-strike distances were 
determined in (c). b) Comparison of GPS time series (black circles) for coastal site OXTU and 
inland sites OXGU and OAX2 with a magnitude vs. time plot of the swarm. c) Time vs. 
Along-strike distance for the swarm. Black line represents our best-fit estimation of data for 
determining a migration rate. 
 
Fig. 7. Map of March 20, 2012 Ometepec earthquake (light blue star) determined by the local 
network (46) and GPS velocities for post-seismic deformation ~1.5 months after the mainshock 
(green arrows) estimated from boxes in Fig. S5. Rupture zone and afterslip > 200 mm are 
marked by black striped circle (based on aftershocks from Colella et al. (46)) and green line (57), 
respectively, for the 2012 Ometepec earthquake. 
 
Fig. 8. Diagram illustrating the occurrence of swarms (orange-striped circles) and along-strike 
slow slip (yellow circle) on a forearc sliver fault at the northern boundary of the Xolapa terrane. 
The face of the diagram shows a simplified version of the conductivity and density models from 
Arzate-Flores et al. (22) where cooler and warmer shades represent resistive and conductive 
regions, respectively. Lighter shades labeled with question marks are where we interpolated. The 
Xolapa, Mixteco, and Oaxaca terranes are shaded in gray based on a simplified version of the 
magnetic anomalies in Ferrari et al. (20) where dark gray and light gray represent a stronger and 
weaker magnetic anomaly, respectively. Black striped circles represent previous megathrust 
earthquakes. 
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Supporting Information 
S1. Methods 
S1.1. Seismic Data. All analyzed earthquakes are from the catalog of seismicity generated in 
Fasola et al. (1), referred to as the OXNET catalog. The catalog consists of 14,000+ earthquakes 
from June 2006 to March 2012, which were detected and located with the Antelope software 
package and a locally derived velocity model from Brudzinski et al. (2) modified from Valdes et 
al. (3). The detection of seismicity in the OXNET catalog utilized the local network of nine 
broadband seismometers in Oaxaca and eastern Guerrero in addition to five broadband seismic 
instruments (HUIG, PNIG, OXIG, TLIG, TPIG) from the National Seismological Service (SSN, 
Servicio Sismológico Nacional) array in Mexico. To help confirm the validity of magnitudes 
determined with Antelope, we compared the OXNET catalog with that of the SSN 
(http://www.ssn.unam.mx). Larger magnitudes tended to be overestimated by Antelope (Fig. S1), 
so we established a relationship to correct the magnitudes of the OXNET catalog. 

 
S1.2. Swarm Identification. Using the swarm-characterization method of Holtkamp and 
Brudzinski (4), swarms are manually identified by visually inspecting every burst of seismicity 
that is constrained in space and time. Clusters of seismicity can be readily identified by the 
apparent line of vertical dots in a magnitude vs. time plot (Fig. 2). Those with a clear triggering 
mainshock were discarded while the remaining clusters were characterized by three empirical 
traits of swarm sequences: (1) no clear triggering mainshock, (2) many earthquakes near the 
maximum size (i.e., does not follow Bath’s Law), and (3) a relatively constant rate of seismicity 
throughout the sequence (i.e., does not follow Omori’s Decay Law) (Fig. S2). Earthquake 
swarms differ from mainshock-aftershock sequences (MSAS), in that MSAS the largest event is 
the first in the sequence after which the next largest event is typically one moment magnitude 
smaller (i.e., Bath’s Law), and the rate of seismicity decays according to Omori’s Law. We 
sought to use the OXNET catalog to characterize MSAS behavior by examining the sequences 
that follow all events M>3.5 with fewer than 5 events within 15 km in the prior week.  
 
S1.3. Earthquake FMD. We calculated FMDs for swarms, the OXNET catalog, and the SSN 
catalog over the same time period (Fig. S3) following the Gutenberg-Richter b-value estimation 
of Bender (5): 

b = 1/[ln(10)×(Mavg - (M C - M bin/2))] 
where Mavg is the sampling average of the magnitudes, M C is the magnitude of completeness, and 
Mbin is the bin size of earthquake magnitudes. M C was determined using the maximum curvature 
algorithm (6). The resulting FMDs in Fig. S2 are generally similar for swarms, the OXNET 
catalog, and the SSN catalog, with slightly lower b-values for the swarms we identified. 
 
S1.4. GPS data. We used data from 11 continuous GPS stations in Oaxaca spanning the duration 
of the OXNET catalog from June 2006 to March 2012. GPS data were processed with Release 
6.1 of the GIPSY software suite from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). No-fiducial daily GPS 
station coordinates were estimated using a precise point-positioning strategy (7), including 
constraints on a priori tropospheric hydrostatic and wet delays from Vienna Mapping Function 
(VMF1) parameters (http://ggosatm.hg.tuwien.ac.at), elevation- and azimuthally dependent GPS 
and satellite antenna phase center corrections from IGS08 ANTEX files (available via ftp from 
http://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov), and corrections for ocean tidal loading 
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(http://holt.oso.chalmers.se). Phase ambiguities were resolved for all the data using GIPSY’s 
single-station ambiguity resolution feature. The no-fiducial station location estimates were 
transformed to IGS08 using daily seven-parameter Helmert transformations from JPL, thereby 
yielding daily point-positioned station coordinates that conform to the International Terrestrial 
Reference Frame 2008 (ITRF08) (8). We applied methods described by Márquez-Azúa and 
DeMets (9) to estimate the common-mode noise for stations in southern Mexico and remove it 
from the position time series. Further details of this procedure are provided in Graham et al. (10). 
We did not solve for source locations of SSEs along the plate interface, as a catalog of SSEs in 
Oaxaca was recently compiled (11) utilizing the same GPS stations. 

 
S1.5. Xolapa-Mixteco boundary. The Xolapa terrane is a crustal block that extends for 200 km 
along the coast from west of Acapulco to the Tehuantepec isthmus consisting of high-grade 
metamorphic rocks (Xolapa Metamorphic Complex) intruded by Tertiary plutons (12–15). We 
propose a small sector of the Xolapa-Mixteco boundary, to mimic the northern extent of the 
Xolapa Complex (15). This refined trajectory also mimics with the change in elevation as other 
studies have shown the Chacalapa-La Venta fault to coincide with the initial rise in elevation 
inland from the coast (16, 17) (Fig. 1b). Where the Xolapa-Mixteco boundary has been proposed 
to jut out inland, we instead propose the boundary continues along a straight path following the 
northern extent of the Xolapa Complex and base of the increase in elevation. This new 
interpretation better aligns with and follows the contrast in magnetic anomalies seen in Ferrari et 
al. (18) as we believe they suggest a change in composition (19) from the high-magnetic 
anomaly of the metamorphic and igneous Xolapa Complex (14, 15, 20–22) and the 
lower-magnetic anomaly of the deformed lower grade Mixteco Complex (23–26). In addition, 
our new path of the Xolapa-Mixteco boundary based on the extent of the core complex better 
aligns with the location of these newly detected earthquake swarms (Fig. 3) and our 
interpretation of a sliver fault. 
 
S2. Confirmation and Characterization of Swarms 

To confirm that the swarms we have identified follow the patterns of previous studies, we 
use the quantitative methods first suggested by Vidale and Shearer (27) that examined the 
relation of the largest event in each swarm and number of events in that swarm in addition to the 
relative timing of events within the swarm. Swarms tend to have a large number of events 
relative to the largest magnitude observed, relative to MSAS. This quantitative relationship 
matches a qualitative one: swarms are flurries of activity that do not have a signature large event. 
The distinction between this relationship for swarms and MSAS is seen in a plot of the largest 
earthquake in a cluster against the total number of earthquakes in that cluster. Fig. S4 shows a 
clear distinction between where swarms and MSAS sequences plot indicating that swarms are 
characteristically different from MSAS sequences. This distinction was seen in a variety of 
studies (4, 27–29).  

In order to characterize the relative timing of events within the swarms, we used the time 
normalization method of Vidale and Shearer (27) where the timing of each event in a swarm was 
rescaled such that each swarm started at time 0 and had a mean time of 1. To compare the 
relative timing, we then summed the events of all 20 sequences (Fig. S5a). Similar to results of 
Vidale and Shearer (27), our results do not fit Omori-style rate functions. A key difference is 
seen between ~0.5-1.1 normalized time where the percentage of events is well above the 
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time-decay rate functions, uncharacteristic of MSAS sequences. ~15% of events are contained in 
the initial peak as in Vidale and Shearer (27). However, our results do not show a roughly 
constant rate of seismicity of ~5% following the initial burst as in Vidale and Shearer (27). 
Instead, our results show a more varied rate in seismicity which could be due to the smaller size 
of our swarm catalog. We also observed that the largest event in each sequence occurred at 
various times throughout the sequence indicating it is just another event and not always the 
initial event as in MSAS. For comparison, we looked at the temporal distribution of earthquakes 
within all MSAS with M>3.5 from the OXNET catalog (Fig. S5b). The MSAS sequences are a 
much better fit with the Omori-style rate functions with a greater percentage of events occurring 
in the initial time period. Even though our swarm catalog is smaller than Vidale and Shearer (27) 
and Holtkamp and Brudzinski (4), we still see similar characteristics in our swarms providing 
evidence that our catalog is in fact swarms. 

When calculating b-values for our swarms, we found a b-value of 0.96, unexpected for 
swarms (Fig. S3a). Holtkamp and Brudzinski (4) found that swarms in circum-Pacific subduction 
zones typically have higher b-values (1.5 to 2) than the global Preliminary Determination of 
Epicenters (PDE) catalog (~1) indicating that swarms have less larger magnitude events 
compared to other earthquakes. In comparison, b-values for the OXNET and SSN catalogs were 
1.13 and 1.19, respectively (Fig. S3b, c). These values are in agreement for typical seismicity.  
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Fig. S1.  Magnitudes of the OXNET catalog compared with magnitudes of the SSN catalog. We 
used a relationship to correct the OXNET magnitudes to match those of the SSN catalog: 

MSSN = 0.62 × M OXNET + 1.55 

 
Fig. S2. Magnitude vs. time of a single swarm that lasted ~35 days in January 2007. 
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Fig. S3. Frequency-magnitude relationships for (a) all earthquakes within swarms and (b) all 
earthquakes in the OXNET catalog, (c) all earthquakes in the SSN catalog over the same time 
frame as the OXNET catalog. N/Ntot is the number of events at or above a given magnitude 
divided by the total number of events. b is the log-linear slope of the frequency-magnitude 
relation. 
 

 
Fig. S4. Number of earthquakes in a sequence above a magnitude 2 relative to the magnitude of 
the largest earthquake in that sequence. Red circles are the swarms from this study and the black 
crosses are the MSAS sequences for all events above a magnitude 3.5 from the OXNET catalog. 

 
(a) Swarms (b) MSAS 
 
Fig. S5. (a) Relative timing of earthquakes within all swarms where the timing is normalized to 
the total duration of each swarm with a mean time of 1 and then all 20 swarms are stacked 
together. Timing is normalized following Vidale and Shearer (27). (b) Relative timing of 
earthquakes in MSAS with M>3.5 from the OXNET catalog with time normalized and events 
stacked as in (a). Black lines are two Omori-type rate functions. 
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Fig. S6. GPS time series highlighting afterslip 1.5 months following the 2012 Ometepec 
earthquake (red line) for which GPS velocities were calculated in Fig. 7. Green and yellow boxes 
represent stations with afterslip in the trenchward and along-strike directions, respectively.  
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